Fulton and Walker, Philadelphia Pennsylvania

FULTON and WALKER,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Fulton and Walker Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, were originally established in
1846, and subsequently incorporated in 1887. The
officers are R. M. Walker, president; J. Howard
Wilson, secretary. They are among the largest
manufacturers of high-grade ambulances and fine
delivery wagons. Carriage Monthly April 1904.
The Fulton and Walker Company’s factory
was sold to Joseph J. Derham Rosemont Carriage
Works in 1916 to build semi-custom productions
bodies for Packard and Hudson.

Two photos of the Fulton and Walker Company
Factory, can be seen in Philadelphia Pennsylvania,
the Book of Its Bourse & Co-operating Bodies, by
George Washington Engelhardt, published by
Lippincott Press, Philadelphia, 1898-1899 page
387.

Circa 1900 catalog of the Fulton and
Walker Company, builders of high-grade wagons,
can be viewed at the Hagley Museum and Library,
298 Buck Road East, Wilmington, DE 19807-0630
phone 302658-0545 or 302-658-3690.
The next 41 pages are from the collection of the
Carriage Museum of America
Post Office Box 417
Bird-In-Hand, Pennsylvania 17505
phone 717-656-7019
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Plate No. 13. MARKET OR EXPRESS
WAGON.
Coach-Maker’s International Journal December
1869 pages 37 & 40.
Having been requested to give something
of this class, we present this plate, which was
furnished by Fulton & Walker, wagon builders of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. We will give other
styles from this first class manufactory, those of a
kind which approach nearer to the carriage in
general appearance.
Dimensions.—Body: 86 inches long; toe
board extending out in front 5¼ inches at ends, and
swelled to 81 in the centre, with toe rod.
Width, 44½ in. outside; depth of body, 12
inches; bottom, sides 1¼ by 3 inches. Slats: ¾ by ⁵⁄₈
Tail gate hung on a rod, and rests on the end sill
when closed, and does not fold inside of the side
panels. Top shifting: from top of bottom boards the
height is 60 inches. Top is secured to the body by
means of irons, as represented in the plate. Hubs: 12
inches long, including sand bands. Front band: 4
inches;, back: 5½ Axles: 1¾. Tire: 1½ by ⁵⁄₈. Hind
springs: 2 inches, 6 plates. Cross springs: 44½
inches long. Side springs: 18½ in. back of centre,
and 53½ in. front. Front springs: 5 plates, 18½
inches back of centre, and 22½ in. in front. Wheels:
3 feet 3, and 4 feet 3½.
PLATFORM CARRIAGE, PLATE No. 13, FOR POLE
AND SHAFTS.
Fig. 1 represents the lower part of front platform, with
springs attached. The circle measures 24 inches in diameter. Short
furchels are framed into the bed to receive the pole. Long furchels

on the outside run back, and are clipped to the cross-spring bar.
The side spring measures 18½ inches long from centre,
and 22½ front from centre to splinter bar. The single-tree for
shafts is attached to the splinter bar, and when the pole is used the
single-tree is removed, and the double-trees or bars are attached.
Fig. 2 shows the top part of carriage having. three cross
bars, which are 18½ inches from out to out at the ends. Bar a rests
upon the fifth wheel, and supports the three cross bars before
mentioned.

Fig. 3 shows a front view of the bars, with turned collars,
which rest upon the fifth wheel, the centre leg resting on bar a.
Fig. 4 shows the back view of hind cross-spring and bar
attached, which is bolted to body under the tail-board.
Fig. 5 represents the tail-board, which is laid out in three

panels.
Fig. 6. End view of seat, which rests upon the top rail of
the body, but is not shown in the fashion plate given. The seat is
framed, the slats being ½ inch square, and paneled on the inside.
Iron guides on the outside of the seat flame steady the seat in its
motions, which are shown in the figure.
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Plate No. 108. EXHIBITION TRANSFER
COACH.
BUILT BY FULTON, WALKER & CO., OF
PHILADELPHIA.
Hub December 1876 page 341.
The Exhibition Transfer Co., Limited, of
Philadelphia, was formed just before the opening of
the Exhibition, and supplied with forty carriages,
built by Fulton, Walker & Co., all of the pattern
illustrated herewith, which were run between
different parts of Philadelphia and the Exhibition
grounds. The body is of the usual omnibus pattern
namely, concaved at the lower panels and contracted
at the bottom, with door at rear, and provided with
windows all around; and it seats comfortably 12
persons inside and one beside the driver. The
construction of the carriage-part with regular
platform-springs makes it adapted for hard service
on any roads. Hand-lever brake.
Dimensions.—Width of body outside, 57
inches; at bottom, 41 inches. Wheels, 3 feet 2 and 4
feet. Axles, 1½ inch. Springs, side and cross, 2¼
inches wide, 7 plates. Fifth-wheel, 30 inches diameter.

The painting varies considerably; one of the
most tasteful has a body dark green above the line of
the seat-boards, and lake below, with lake carriagepart, striped and lettered in gold shaded with
vermilion. Another has body-panels green, rocker
dark vine-color, carriage-part straw-color, striped
with one broad line of lake and two fine lines of gold.
Price of this coach, $400.
Various other coaches of the same or very
similar patterns were built soon afterward for the St.
George’s Hotel, Furman & Co., etc., ; by McLear &
Kendall, of Wilmington, Del., and others.
Those supplied by McLear & Kendall were made
with a cut-under, and were smaller, lighter, and hung
on three springs only.
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Plate No. 107. PHILADELPHIA
BREAD- WAGON.
Exhibited by Fulton, Walker & Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Hub December 1876 page 341.
Messrs. Fulton, Walker & Co.. of Twentieth
and Filbert streets, Philadelphia, exhibit an
improved pattern of Bread-wagon. The design of the
body and construction of the carriage-part are well
represented in the drawing, and need no special
description. The iron work is admirably done.
It has patent wheels, and in the rear is a wire guard.
Painting.--Body, lake; carriage-part, black,
striped with broad orange stripe, and two fine lines
of pea-green. In the space occupied by the word
“Bread” in our engraving, an elaborate painting has
been executed, which illustrates the first meeting of
Werther and Charlotte, in the well-known story by
Goethe-a beautiful woman, surrounded by children,
being engaged in cutting bread, while the admiring
Werther gazes in at the open door.
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Plate No. 50. EXPRESS WAGON.
Carriage Monthly October 1880
Adams Express Company, is having a number
of express wagons of this style built by Fulton, Walker
& Company, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to whom
we are grateful for permission to present this wagon in
the MONTHLY. This design was taken from the one
built for trial. Two-wheelers are becoming much used
in cities for carrying heavy loads. This wagon, with its
dimensions, is the most practical for the purposes, we
have seen, and builders of such work would do well to
study its construction and how it is hung. The body is
built light but with sufficient strength. The panels are
glued on pillars and strainers and canvassed. The back
corners are rounded from top to bottom. The upper
panel is plain, while the lower one has moldings, which
are nailed on to the panel.
Dimensions. Wheels: Exterior diameter of
wheels 54 inches, exterior diameter of hubs 6¾ inches,
length of hubs 8½ inches, mortise of hubs 1¹¹⁄₁₆ x ⁵⁄₈ full
inches, diameters of bands of hubs 5 x 5¾ inches, width
of spokes at square end 1¾ inches, number of spokes
14, thickness and depth of rims 1¾ x 2 inches, stagger

inches, tire, steel 1¾ x inches. Front springs: Length
from center to center of bolts 48 inches, open from out
to out 4½ inches, width of steel 1¾ inches, number of
leaves 6, thickness of first leaf No.2, thickness of other
leaves No. 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, length of arms of axle for 8½
inches hub, thickness of axle, at square end 1⁹⁄₁₆ inches,
iron. Back springs: Length of cross springs 43 inches,
open from out to out of cross springs 3½ inches, width
of steel 1¾ inches, number of leaves on cross springs 5,
thickness of first leaf No. 2, thickness of other leaves
No.2, 2, 2, 3. Body: Across body front 38½ inches,
across front pillar 41 inches, turn-under 1¼ inches.
Painting. Body: upper panel black; center panel
deep carmine, and lower panel dark green, striped with
appropriate designs. Carriage part: deep carmine,
striped two black lines, each ¼ inch wide. Stripes
blocked on flats of spokes 1 inch from rim.
Trimming. Cushion, leather.
Mountings. Black.
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Plate No. 20. ADVERTISING WAGON.
Carriage Monthly June 1884 page 58.
Here is a purely original design in the form of an
advertising wagon, originated and built by Messrs. Fulton &
Walker of this city, being drawn by two horses making a fine
turn out and attracting the attention of the passer-by, and
making a fine advertisement and package delivery wagon.
The body has a straight bottom, also the upper line of side
elevation is straight, with round corners both on body and
top rail, relieved with diamond shaped moldings. The sides
have 1 inch swell in the middle of the body, thus throwing
out the painting and lettering to advantage. The body is
suspended on half platform springs, the back cross springs
being supported on iron stays as shown in illustration. The
front part has only two swept cross bars above the fifthwheel and draw bar. The only opening to the body is from
the top back end, where one of the two angles can be seen in
the illustration, and the joint of the lid is 8 inches below the
top surface, and top joint 2 feet from back end. The lid is
hung on three hinges, through which opening all goods to be
delivered pass. The back seat is calculated to hold but one
person, and the front one two.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels
38 x 53 inches, Exterior diameter of hubs 4½ inches, Length
of hubs 9 inches, Diameters of bands of hubs 3¹⁄₈ x 4 inches,
Width of spokes at square end 1½ inches, Number of
spokes, from and back 16 x 16, Thickness and depth of rims
1 5/8 x 1⁷⁄₈ inches, Tire, steel1¾ x ½ inches.

Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts
39½ inches, Open from out to out 5 inches, Width of steel
1¾ inches, Number of leaves 5, Thickness of first leaf No.
3, Thickness of other leaves No. 3, 3, 3, 3, Clipped, Length
of arms of axle for 9 inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square
end 1½ inches.
Back Springs: Length of side springs39½ inches,
Length of cross springs 42 inches, Open from out to out of
side springs 5 inches, Open from out to out of cross springs
5½ inches, Width of steel 1¾ inches, Number of leaves on
side springs 5, Number of leaves on cross spring 6,
Thickness of first leaf No. 3, Thickness of other leaves Nos.
3, 3, 3, 3, Clipped, Length of arms of axle for 9inch hub,
Thickness of axle, at square end 1½ inches.
Body: Front seat 36 inches. Body 43 inches, Back
seat 19 inches.
Painting.--Body: yellow lake, molding and roof,
also round corners of body between moldings, black;
diamond edges of molding, blue, and top edges of moldings
striped gold. Carriage-part: dark blue, striped one 3/8-inch
line of gold. Lettering, black, shaded gold.
Trimming.—Brown leather. Both seats trimmed
alike. Cushions, block design, brown leather welts and
buttons, facings 1¾ inches high. Fall, plain, 1-inch raisers.
Mountings.—Gold.
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Plate No. 71. TRANSFER COACH.
Carriage Monthly November 1887 page 207.
This coach was built by Messrs. Fulton & Walker,
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for the Standard Cab Co. for
the transfer of the passengers from the Continental Hotel
and Broad Street Station. The sizes for wheels front wheels
41 inches, the sizes of back wheels 55½ inches and for the
back wheels are as follows: diameter and length of hub 6³⁄₈
by it inches. width of spokes 2¹⁄₈ inches; number of spokes
16 ; thickness and depth of rim 2¹⁄₈ by 2³⁄₈ inches. Tire 2 by
¹³⁄₁₆-inch iron.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels
41 x 55½ inches, Exterior diameter of front hubs 5 inches,
Length of front hubs 9 inches, Diameters of bands of front
4½ hubs inches, Width of spokes at square end 1¾ inches,
Number of spokes front 14, from and back inches,
Thickness and depth of rims 1⁷⁄₈ x 2 inches, Tire, steel 1¾ x
¾ inches.
Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts
40 inches, Open from out to out 5¾ inches, Width of steel
2¼ inches, Number of leaves 4, Thickness of first leaf No.
3, Thickness of other leaves No. 3, 3, 3, Clipped, Length of
arms of axle for 9 inch hub, Thickness of axle, at square end
1¾ inches.
Back Springs: Length of side springs 60 inches,

Length of cross springs 3 inches, Width of steel 2¾ inches,
Number of leaves on side springs 14, Thickness of first leaf
No. 3, Thickness of other leaves Nos. 3 &4, Clipped, Length
of arms of axle for 11 inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square
end 2¹⁄₈ inch iron.
Body: Across boot, front 30 inches, Across body
front 66 inches, Across door pillar front 62 inches, Across
door pillar back 54 inches, Body bottom 42 inches, Turnunder 2, 6 and 12 inches.
Painting.—Main panels, tuscan red; upper and
lower part, front seat and back end, black; striped as
illustrated.
Trimming.—The trimming consists of two
cushions for the inside which are made of enamel leather,
they are made with plaited block tops, they are about 2½
inches high; the front cushion is made in the same design as
the inside, and of the same material.
Mounting.—Silver.
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see previous page for illustration.
Plate No. 41. OMNIBUS.
Carriage Monthly September 1890 page 176.
With this plate we illustrate one of the omnibuses
plying on Broad street, Philadelphia, made by the Fulton &
Walker Company, of that city, one of the largest concerns
for work of this kind in the country, they having delivered
nearly fifty of them inside of one year, and are still working
on orders.
There are special features on these vehicles,
originated by that house, to which we call attention. These
omnibuses are designed to carry forty passengers, eighteen
inside, and twenty-two outside, besides the driver and
conductor. They are constructed very light and from the best
material. The bottom frame is all oak, the pillars of the best
ash, and all panels are glued with thumb screws, and
bradded and screwed afterwards. All pieces of the frame
work are finished by special machinery, and framed
together by most experienced mechanics. All panels are
canvassed from the inside, the same as is done on first-class
coach work. The lower part of the driver’s box is
constructed of heavy sheet iron with riveted joints, while the
seat is of wood only. The back platform is extended 4 feet
behind the body, from which the stairs take up 16 inches
from the side elevation, while the rest is left for entrance far
the inside passengers and conductor. There is also a seat,
lengthwise with the body under the staircase, for the
conductor. The inside of the body is hardwood finish
throughout, looks well, and is the most desirable for
passenger traffic. The stair rails and top rails are all made of
pipes (not solid), which are lighter and stronger than if made
of round iron. All joints are threaded the same as is done on
steam heating pipes.
The latest built omnibuses have canopy tops also,
all of them having similar tops, over the driver’s seat,
covered with striped cloth. The frames surrounding the top
and the two front seats are also constructed with pipes, but
of a smaller diameter.
The front gear has well-constructed wood work of
the best stiff hickory, and is well and strongly ironed. The
fifth-wheel is directly under the body, and the wheels turn
against the rub-iron, which is fastened to the under surface
of bottom sill; being a wide track, its turn sideways is
sufficient. The swingletrees are made for two or three horses
abreast, and are of original construction, being far superior
to those heretofore made. The axles are both cranked front
and back, and all springs are clipped near the back end of
hubs; the front cross spring is 4 feet, 6 inches long from
center to center. The two back springs rest on the two bars,
bolted to the bottom of the body. Springs and axles are all

made by the Fulton & Walker Company in their own spring
and axle shops.
The brake is most effective and very simple, is
worked by the driver only and on account of the great
leverage is worked very effectively. It is considered as
powerful as the Lemoine brake. We will give an illustration
and description of it later.
A gate is used across platform to prevent entrance
of passengers when the bus has received the seating
capacity. The Broad street company are the pioneers to
establish this rule of carrying only the seating capacity on
each coach. This fact is highly appreciated by the traveling
public, and we respectfully offer the suggestion to our sister
cities.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels
44 x 56 inches, Exterior diameter of hubs 9½ x 9¾ inches,
Length of hubs 13 inches, Diameters of bands of hubs 7½ x
8½ inches, Width of spokes at square end 3 inches,
Thickness of spokes at square end 1⁵⁄₈ inches, Number of
spokes 14 x 14, front and back, Thickness and depth of rims
2⁵⁄₈ x 3 inches, Tire, steel 2inches.
Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts
44 inches, Open from out to out 9⁵⁄₈ inches, Width of steel
3 inches, Number of leaves No. 14, Thickness of first leaf
No. 2, Thickness of other leaves No. 2, Clipped, Length of
arms of axle 9½ inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end
2¼ inches.
Back Springs: Length of side springs 50 inches,
Length of cross springs front 54 inches, Open from out to
out of side springs 9 inches, Open from out to out of cross
springs 9½ inches, Width of steel 3 inches, Number of
leaves on side springs 18, Number of leaves on cross spring
front 16, Thickness of first leaf No. 2, Thickness of other
leaves Nos. 2, Clipped, Length of arms of axle for 9¾ inch
hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end 2⁹⁄₁₆ inches.
Body: Across body front bottom 40 inches, Across
door pillar front at off set 64 inches, Across door pillar back
at bottom 71 inches, Across body, back at top 71 inches,
Turn-under 3½ x 15½ inches.
Painting.--Body: main panels, lemon-yellow;
concave panel, black; moldings, black. The corner pillars
are rounded, and are painted red between the moldings from
top to bottom; around the windows, white; top rail, yellow;
the surface on which Broad street is written, white; letters
black, shaded red, and striped with a ¹⁄₈ inch line of red
around the edges.
Trimming.—Cushions made up with patent
springs, and trimmed with hand-buffed morocco leather.
Seat-backs are trimmed with the same material, tufted with
buttons of the same color. For cover of driver’s seat and top
44seats, striped duck.
Mountings.—Silver.
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WHIFFLETREE CONNECTIONS for Plate No. 41
Omnibus.
Carriage Monthly October 1890 page 221.
There are various ways of making whiffletree
connections. The most common is the row lock, but this has
been condemned by our best builders as being a regular
rattletrap arrangement. The wearing surfaces are so small
on either side of the bolt that passes down through in front of
the whiffletree, that they soon round over so that no amount
of tightening will prevent it from rattling. Again, they are
very hard to keep clean, and it is impossible to get at them to
wash them easily; so more or less mud is sure to remain.
Now what we want is to make something that will not
possess these faults, and not take too much time. In the first
place, it is necessary to make your tools; a bottom and top
swedge, the bottom one made with two impressions as
shown in Fig. 1; A is 1¹⁄₈-inch half-round iron, and B the
width you wish your plate, sunk the thickness you desire,
say inch.
The top tool is made the same as any ¹⁄₈-inch halfround swedge; take a piece of 1½ by ³⁄₈-inch Norway iron,
upset in the weld, then take a piece of 1¹⁄₈ half-round iron, 5
inches long, and double over as is shown in Fig. 2. After
taking a good beat, place in the tool and strike upon it; you
will thus obtain them all alike, and they will require very
little filing.
We will now make the draw bolt. Take 1-inch

square iron, draw off about 3½ to ¹¹⁄₁₆ inch, or large enough
to turn to ⁵⁄₈ inch; then fuller down back for a collar, and
have the block to go in the anvil so as to set down the edge
of the collar; then cut off, leaving stock enough to round up
to 1¼ by ½ inch, and you will then have completed your
draw bolt and socket, as illustrated in Fig. 3. These should be
sent to a machine shop, and drilled out and turned, as if they
are not properly fitted, you lose in the wearing. As you
would not try fitting an axle, why should you this?
Next comes the strap for the whiffletree, which is
round. Take a piece of 1¾ by ¼-inch Norway iron, double
over and weld down; this will give you an end ½ inch thick.
Turn it off very near square, then take your gouge and cut out
as shown at C, C, Fig. 4. Round up D to 1¼ inches diameter,
the same size as the end of the draw bolt. Do the same
with the other end, being careful to measure the
circumference of the whiffletree less ½ inch the thickness of
the end of draw bolt. Have a manvil the right size, fit it to
that, and there is no danger of ever getting the strap too large
or too small.
Now let us see what we have. In Fig. 5, E is a
bearing with 1¼ inches diameter of wearing surface; F is the
draw bolt 2½ by 5/8 inch, and G is the socket, which fits
smoothly and is very easy to keep clean. His a ½-inch bolt,
which should fit the hole nicely; I is a washer, which takes
all the wear off the nut, and also prevents it from turning off.
It is less work to make this than one would think after they
get used to it. W. C. B.
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Plate No. 39. MOVING VAN.
Built by Fulton & Walker, Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Carriage Monthly August 1891 page 135.
Moving wagons owned mostly by large storage
houses, are built similar to the one we illustrate. The Fulton
& Walker, Co., of Philadelphia, make a specialty of this
kind of work. The side panels of these wagons are usually
adorned with a beautiful picture, either of rare or other
characteristics to attract attention for advertising scenery
purposes.
Painting.-Body: deep blue, striped light blue.
Lettering, gold, shaded red, also silver, shaded green. Gear:
Lake, striped deep brown.
Dimensions.--Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels,
37 x 54 inches. Exterior diameter of hubs, 9 inches. Length
of hubs, 14 inches. Width of spokes at square end, 3¼
inches. Number of spokes, front and back, 16 and 16.
Thickness and depth of rims, 2³⁄₈ x 2⁷⁄₈ inches. Tire, steel,
2½ x ¾ inches. Front Springs: Length from center to center

of bolts, 48½ inches. Open from out to out, 9 inches. Width
of steel, 2¾ inches. Number of leaves, 12. Thickness of first
leaf, No. 2. Thickness of other leaves, all No. 2. Springs
clipped. Length of arms of axle, for 14 inch hub. Thickness
of axle, at square end, 2¹⁄₈ inches. Back Springs: Length of
side springs, 48½ inches. Open from out to out of side
springs, 11 inches. Width of steel, 2¾ inches. Number of
leaves on side springs, 13. Thickness of first leaf, No. 2.
Thickness of other leaves, all No. 2. Springs clipped. Length
of arms of axles, for 14 inch hub. Thickness of axle, at
square end, 2¹⁄₈ inches. Body: Across body, front 56½
inches.
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Plate No. 39. PIANO WAGON.
Carriage Monthly August 1893 page 135.
Exhibited by Fulton & Walker Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The style and construction of this wagon is
original with this enterprising house. This wagon is
specially constructed for carrying pianos, but could also be
used for a furniture wagon. The object is to make the body
as wide as possible for the width of track, of sufficient length
to be drawn by two horses, and to be suspended as low as
possible. The width of the body can be made as desired, and
the width of the track to suit the width of body. The length
of body is 10 feet from front to back pillar. The construction
consists of rockers and plates, to give strength to the
wheelhouse; the rest is frame work, paneled over, which
makes it light and strong. The wheelhouse is directly under
the seat, and admits the body to be hung 18 inches lower
than the usual style. The finish of the lower panels is very
attractive; the angular stripes are ³⁄₈-inch half round
moldings, and the square panels are painted in various
colors. The front axle is straight and the springs are clipped
above the axle, but on the rear part the axle is cranked
considerably, directly back of the axle collar, to allow the
body to play between. Therefore to obtain the most space
the spring is directly under, instead of on top of the axle. The
springs are long and have considerable opening, so that the
spring ends are close to the bottom of the body. The van is
supplied with a brake which is operated with the foot at

front.
Painting.—Body: upper panels, black, moldings
gold, relieved with a ³⁄₈-inch gold stripe; corner pieces
striped yellow; at the front near the window two lines of
gold, and around the window a wide line of gold also. The
blocks on lower panel are painted alternately blue, red and
green, and on each panel the colors are graduated from deep
to light, as shown in the cut. Carriage part: deep red, striped
yellow. finish.-Handles and other ornaments brass, also hub
bands.
Dimensions.--Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels,
42 x 58 inches. Exterior diameter of hubs, 5½ inches.
Length of hubs, 9½ inches. Diameters of bands of hubs, 3⁵⁄₈
x 4½ inches. Width of spokes at square end, 1⁵⁄₈ inches.
Number of spokes, front and back, 14 and 16. Thickness and
depth of rims, 1¾ x 2 inches. Tire, steel, 1⁵⁄₈ x ⁵⁄₈ inches.
Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts, 37½
inches. Open from out to out, 6½ inches. Width of steel, 2
inches. Number of leaves, 6. Thickness of first leaf, No. 2.
Thickness of other leaves, all No. 2. Springs clipped.
Length of arms of axle, for 9½ inch hub. Thickness of axle,
at square end, 1 5/8 x ⁵⁄₈ inches. Back Springs: Length of side
springs, 49 inches. Open from out to out of side springs, 8½
inches. Width of steel, 2½ inches. Number of leaves on side
springs, 9. Thickness of first leaf, No. 2. Thickness of other
leaves, all No. 2. Springs clipped. Length of arms of axles,
for 9½ inch hub. Thickness of axle, at square end, 1⁷⁄₈
inches. Body: Across bottom 47 inches across top 52½
inches. Turnunder 2¾ inches.
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Plate No. 46. BUSINESS WAGON.
Carriage Monthly September 1893 page 167.
Exhibited by Fulton & Walker Co., Philadelphia,
Pa. This wagon, like others manufactured by this house, and
recently illustrated in the fashion plates of the Monthly, is of
original design, and is patented. Instead of the inside rails
being straight, as usually made on all such wagons, they are
all curved in this design. The lower part of the body has five
curved Tails, and the bottom side is straight. The two upper
rails form a belt in which lettering is generally placed. The
upper part has also a belt similar to the lower one, except a
trifle narrower. The lower up and down studs are curved,
excepting the center stud which is straight. The upper part
has two windows which are stationary, with beveled edge
double French glass. The center part is paneled. The body
has a trifle side swell, and considerable turn-under. The
back has one door, with one window to drop, 30½ inches
wide, and the application of the moldings in the finish is the
same as on the sides, diamond shape.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels
36 x 50 inches, Exterior diameter of hubs 4⁵⁄₈ inches,
Length of hubs 8 inches, Diameters of bands of hubs 3 ³⁄₈ x
4 inches, Width of spokes at square end 1⁷⁄₁₆ inches,
Number of spokes 14 and 16, front and back, Thickness and
depth of rims 1½ x 1¾ inches, Tire, steel 1½ x ³⁄₈ inches.

Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts
39 inches, Open from out to out 6 inches, Width of steel 1¾
inches, Number of leaves 5, Thickness of first leaf No. 2,
Thickness of other leaves No.2, 2, 3, 3 , Clipped, Length of
arms of axle for 8 inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end
1½ inches.
Back Springs: Length of side springs 39 inches,
Length of cross springs 42 inches, Open from out to out of
side springs 6 inches, Open from out to out of cross springs
6 inches, Width of steel 1¾ inches, Number of leaves on
side springs 5, Number of leaves on cross spring 5,
Thickness of first leaf No. 2, Thickness of other leaves Nos.
2, 2, 3, 3, Clipped, Length of arms of axle for 8 inch hubs,
Thickness of axle, at square end 1½ inches.
Body: Across body front top 48¾ inches, Across
door pillar front bottom 45 inches, Turn-under 1⁷⁄₈ inches.
Painting.—Body: white; beveled edges on lower
and upper moldings, gold; drip molding, red; center panel,
striped one ³⁄₈-inch pale blue, a fine line of deep blue, and
ornamental corner pieces produced in hair lines of the color.
Upper panel striped two fine lines of pale blue, ³⁄₈ inch apart,
and back corner pillar a fine line of deep blue. Gear
ornamented with new designs of fine lining of deep blue,
and striped with two lines of pale blue, ³⁄₁₆ inch apart.
Trimming.- Whip socket, leather cushion, finished
with a fall. Finish.-Handles front, door handle back and hub
bands are silver plated.
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Plate No. 54. BUSINESS WAGON.
Carriage Monthly October 1893 page 199.
Exhibited by Fulton & Walker Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. This wagon represents one of the regular
styles of which this house build a great number for business
concerns in Philadelphia and other cities. They are built
with panel and canvas sides above the center panel, and
from the lightest to the heaviest in dimensions, and with
three or four elliptic springs, but most of them are
constructed as illustrated.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels
39 x 54 inches, Exterior diameter of hubs5¼ inches, Length
of hubs 9½ inches, Diameters of bands of hubs 4¼ x 4⁵⁄₈
inches, Width of spokes at square end 1⁵⁄₈ inches, Number
of spokes, front and back 14 and 16, Thickness and depth of
rims 1¾ x 1¹₅⁄₁₆ inches, Tire, steel 1¾ x ½ inches.
Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts
39 inches, Open from out to out 6 inches, Width of steel 2
inches, Number of leaves 6, Thickness of first leaf No. 2,
Thickness of other leaves all No. 2, Clipped, Length of arms
of axle for 9 inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end 1⁵⁄₈
inches.

Back Springs: Length of side springs 39 inches,
Length of cross springs 42 inches, Open from out to out of
side springs 6½ inches, Open from out to out of cross
springs 6½ inches, Width of steel 2 inches, Number of
leaves on side springs 6, Number of leaves on cross spring
6, Thickness of first leaf No. 2, Thickness of other leaves all
Nos. 2, Clipped, Length of arms of axle for 9½ inch hubs,
Thickness of axle, at square end 1⁵⁄₈ inches.
Body: Across door pillar front 51 inches.
Painting.—Body: blue, striped silver; lettering,
silver; moldings, black ; gear, yellow, striped three lines, ⁷⁄₈
inch apart; bands, silver.
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Plate No. 229. NEWSPAPER DELIVERY
WAGON.
Hub May 1896 page 103.
The delivery wagon illustrated by Fashion
Plate No. 229 was built by the Fulton & Walker Co.,
of Philadelphia, and was exhibited at the Bourse at
the carriage builders’ exhibit. It was built for a
newspaper delivery wagon, but its construction is
such as to fit it for other light delivery purposes. The
side panels, of the body are paneled and cut up by
moldings, nailed and glued. The moldings are onehalf inch wide. The back end has a tail gate 18 in.
deep. Above it is a swing-lid hinged at the top about
8 in. below the roof. Above the gate is a stationary
panel with a light. The front posts are 2 in. square,
and taper from the panel to the roof. The top has
nine bows, and is slatted.
Dimensions of Woodwork.—Body: Width,
3 ft. 8 in.; length, 6 ft 8½ in: Wheels, Warner; height,
front, 36½ in.; rear, 50½ in. Hubs, length, 8½ in.;
diameter at center, 6¼ in.; front end. 3¼ in.; back
end, 4¼ in. Size of spokes, 1½ in. Number of
spokes, 14 and 16. Depth of rims, 1¾ in. Tread of
rims, 1½ in. Depth of bands, front, 2 in; back, 1 in.
Distance between center of axles, 55 in.

Dimensions of Ironwork.—Springs, front,
36 in. long between centers of heads, with 9 in.
opening on main leaf. Width of steel, 2 in. Number
of plates, six. Thickness, No. 2 steel. Back, 35 in.
long, with 8½ in. opening on main leaf. Width of
steel, 1½ in. Number of plates, five. Thickness, No.
2 steel. Axles, front and rear, 1½ in. Tires, 1½ x ½ in.
Fifth wheel, 16 in. diameter. Track, outside, front
and rear, 4 ft. 8 in.
Painting.--Body, cream color; molding,
blue-black, no striping. Gear, blue-black, no
striping.
Trimming.--Plain corduroy cushion.
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Plate No. 88. EMBALMING WAGON.
Built by Fulton & Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly April 1899.
The body proper has deep side quarters, though the
division with a molding reduces the appearance of its depth.
The moldings are all carved, and present a better appearance
on the vehicle itself than in the illustration, as the carved
leaves on the molding are small and cannot be represented
correctly in the ½-inch scale drawing. The depth from the
bottom of the body to the outside edge of the top rail is 59
inches, and from the bottom of the body to the top of the seat
15 inches, leaving 45 inches from top of seat to the under
curve, including 1 inch curve from the 2 inches across the
top. This is the usual height adopted in all such cases.
The depth of the box in the rear is 18¾ inches,
divided into three parts, the center panel being an imitation
of basket wood. The width of the body, measured across the
front, is 32¾ inches; across the bottom, 33 inches; across the
top of the box, 38 inches; across the top rail at the front
pillars, 46 inches; across the top of the body on front pillars,
46 inches; across, the top rail on back pillars, 43 inches, thus
making the top rail 1⁵⁄₈ inches narrower on each side. The
width of the back pillars across, on a line with the top of the
box, is 38½ inches. This is ¼ inch more on each side than the
top width of the box, or the thickness of the molding.

Painting.--Body: black, no striping. Carriage-part:
deep green, striped one fine line of silver.
Trimming--Deep green leather for back, sides,
cushion and fall; head lining, cloth; style, blocks, full
diamonds and pipes for back blocks for sides and cushion
top; ⁷⁄₈-inch raiser on cushion front and fall; curtains of
leather.
Finish.--Three bar curved dash, with full side
handles and line rail; full round short stem silver mounted
lamps of large size; side dash handles, line rail, body handles
and box side rails, silver plated; leather hood and carpet to
match; door in back of box, hinged to bottom; chains,
leather covered, to hold the door in position when open.
Also printed in the book Horse-drawn Funeral Vehicles 19th
Century Funerals published by Carriage Museum of
America.
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Plate No. 203. UNDERTAKER’S WAGON.
Built by Fulton & Walker Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly December 1899.
Exhibited at the National Export Exposition by the
Fulton & Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The
entire exhibit of this company was much admired for the
evident skill shown in the construction of their work, and
this wagon came in for its meed of praise. The two half
round pillars on the side of the body are well carved, have
handsome bases and tops, which add materially to its
appearance. The entire body is well molded. The base or
lower belt has carvings on each side, which were greatly
admired.
There is a belt, or center panel, on which
the name, of the undertaker is shown in silver letters, and
above the center panel is bevel edged glass, with well curved
edges which gives tone to the entire side surface. The
construction of the body differs very little from the working
draft given in a previous number of THE CARRIAGE
MONTHLY. The body is suspended on coach platform
springs in the rear, and full elliptic springs in front. It has a
regular coach gear, except half fifth wheel, stiff draw bar
with pole attachments, and also shafts.
Painting.--Body: black; carving, dead black,
without striping. Carriage-part: black, one line of white in

front, with rims and spokes as usual.
Trimming.—Cushion and fall, imitation black
leather, and black cloth pleated back of the bevel edged plate
glass.
Finish.--Four bar leather covered dash, with curved
top to correspond with the curves on the side elevation; line
rail, with connected side handles; silver plated side handles;
exceedingly handsome lamps, and stationary side glasses,
with frames filled in and varnished. Also printed in the book
Horse-drawn Funeral Vehicles 19th Century Funerals
published by Carriage Museum of America.
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Plate No. 189. AMBULANCE.
Built by Fulton and Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly November 1899 page 234 288.
Carriage Monthly August 1904. and Vehicle Dealer Cyclopedia April 1905 page 202.
If this ambulance be compared with any other known
style, its general appearance and its special improvements are at
once noticeable. One part of the body is very much like a
rockaway. It has a conventional rockaway front and the same style
of doors, the rear part only being different, and built on the wagon
body style. The convenience of entering, when compared with
that of the old style ambulance, must be apparent to a physician.
The space between the bottom boards and the top has, heretofore,
always been so low that when entering, from the rear, it has been
necessary for a person to do it in a stooping position. Here we have
something entirely new. In this case the patient is lifted in at the
rear on an improved stretcher, which has springs to add to its
comfort, and an arrangement by which the patient’s head is raised,
so that he is in a half sitting posture, while the rollers have rubbers
to deaden the sound and make the movement easy.
The surgeon enters by the front door, the steps of which
are fifteen inches from the floor, or from the sidewalk only ten
inches. The body is suspended 20 inches from the floor, as in the
case of an improved brougham. The seat is high and very
comfortable and next to the patient. The space between the floor
of the body and the bottom surface of the room is 5 feet 11 inches,
almost enough so that a person of average height can stand erect.
Application has been made for a patent on many of these
improvements. Over the back of the front seat is a large window,
which is made to drop level with the fence rail, and has beveled
edge glass. The glass frames in the front and in the two rear doors
are also made to drop level with the fence rail, and are furnished
with the same style of glass. The body is suspended in front on a
regular pole gear, and can be made into a one horse vehicle by
bolting the shafts through the curved draw bar. The gear has two
full fifth wheels, straight beds at the top and bottom, straight
futchels on top and regular shaped pole futchels through the
bottom bed. The full elliptic springs are clipped to the axle to
make sufficient space for the carriage-part. The rear part is
suspended on coach platform springs, having one cross spring and
two side springs, that arrangement being best adapted for comfort.
Painting.--Body panels, deep green, with black
molding; front, painted in the same color, with moldings, striped

olive green in the center. The carriage-part is always painted in
deep green, and striped with the same color.
Trimming.—Material, pantasote, of deep yellow color;
style, blocks throughout; cushion fronts and falls have raisers. All
the doors and the rear inside surfaces are lined with pantasote, as
is also the top.
Finish.—Large new shape silver plated lamps; curved
wood dash, with plated side handles and dash rails; gong bell;
plated stays under the top over the front seat; large steps; bar door
handles on outside and lever handles on the inside; beveled edge
glass for the windows; carpet for the inside floor, and rubber mats
for the outside floor.
BACK VIEW OF AN AMBULANCE.
Among the carriages and wagons displayed at the
Dealers’ Convention, at New York city, there was seen an
ambulance which attracted considerable attention. The brake was
provided with special spools instead of blocks, which were forced
against the rubber tires. The great strength of the brake rod was
looked upon by carriage and wagon builders as one of the best
features ever known. We give an illustration of the back view of an
ambulance built by this company, showing the interior
arrangements and the finish of the doors.
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WORKING DRAFT FOR HEAVY TRUCK.
Built by Fulton & Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Carriage Monthly February 1900 page 373 & March 1900
page 423.
The weight of this truck when completed is 3,380
pounds, and it is intended to carry a load of 5,000 pounds. The
length of the platform is 10 feet. The full width, front and back, is
56 inches, and between the wheels, 36 inches. Most of the load is
on the hind wheels, consequently, the wheels, springs and axles
are heavier in dimensions there than in the front part. The
construction of this truck is purely American. One has been built
in Belgium similar to it in some respects, but the American work
is far superior in every way, and in no other country do we find
anything to compare with it. Figs. 1, 2, and 3 should give to the
practical mechanic a good idea of its construction, but we add
other illustrations in order to furnish the fullest possible
information, both as regards the construction and the dimensions.
There is a rocker plate which begins at the upper front transom,
and forms a goose neck under the seat directly over where the
wheels turn. From there the two plates run straight to the rear end
bar. The widths of the plates at the front end are 2¼ inches; at the
goose neck, 3½ inches. At the front bottom corner on the platform,
measuring at an angle, the plate is 5 inches, and all along the
platform, 3½ inches. The thickness varies also. At the front end it
is 5/8 inch; directly under the seat, 1 1/8 inches; at the bottom
corner, 1 3/8 inches, and from the corner it tapers to ¾ inch at the
rear end. Those plates which are bolted to the spars are 2¾ x 3½
inches. The three spars, 2¾ x 3½ inches. The three spars, 2¾ x 3½
inches, carry the entire load of 5,000 pounds with a sagging
motion of the platform of less than ¾ inch. This fact shows the
correct construction of the truck. The centers of the rear wheels are
48 inches forward, consequently, most of the weight is over the
hind wheel. The springs being 4 feet long support the platform and
prevent striking. The side pieces on the outside of the platform,
front and back, are 2¾ x 3½ inches, or the same as the three other
spars. The rear cross bar is 3½ x 3½ inches, and it will be seen how
the rear side pieces are connected, with a corner iron on each side
bolted through the rocker plate and spars, two bolts through the
cross bar and two bolts through the side pieces.
In connection with the cross bar there are eight more
bars all bolted to the bottom surface of the lengthwise spars, and
varying in width and thickness. The front cross bar is 9 inches
wide and 1¾ inches thick; the second, 1¼ x 6 inches; the third, 1¾
x 9 inches; the two cross bars on which the rear springs are bolted
are 1¾ x 7 inches; the two between the springs, 1½ x 7 inches, and
the rear bar, 1¾ x 7 inches. These cross bars are secured to the
lengthwise running spars with two bolts, as shown best in Fig. 2.
The 1 inch iron rods on sides and rear are to fasten the load with
a rope or chain to prevent its moving either sideways or
backwards. It will also be noticed, by consulting Fig. 2, how
solidly the front gear is constructed. It is built for two horses only.
There are two pole futchels, two lengthwise bars supporting the
fifth wheel from each side, and the whole structure is supported by
the rear cross bar and front draw bar. The three upper transoms
rest directly on a roller fifth wheel, such as is generally used on
heavy wagons, constituting an improvement in this direction
comparable to that made by the ball bearing axles of the older
kind. The principal dimensions are as follows:
FRONT WHEELS (PATENT)
Diameter of wheels 40 inches.

Diameter and length of hubs 6⁷⁄₈ x 12 inches.
Width of spokes at square end 2¼ inches.
Number of spokes 14.
Thickness and depth of rims 2¹⁄₈ x 2½ inches.
Thickness and width of tires ⁷⁄₈ x 2¹⁄₈ inches.
REAR WHEELS (PATENT)
Diameter of wheels 40 inches.
Diameter and length of hubs 8 x 13 inches.
Width of spokes at square end 2½ inches.
Number of spokes 16.
Thickness and depth of rims 2½ x 3 inches.
Thickness and width of tires 1 x 2½ inches.
FRONT SPRINGS
Length from bolt to square end 34 inches.
Open from out to out 5 inches.
Width of plates 2¾ inches.
Number of plates 7.
Size of steel for all plates No. 3.
Clipped to axle.
REAR SPRINGS
Length from front bolt to rear end 48 inches.
Open from out to out 13 inches.
Width of plates 3 inches.
Number of plates 11.
Size of steel Nos. 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3.
Clipped to axle.
Size of axles, front 2¹⁄₈ inches.
Length of arm for 12 inch long hubs.
Size of rear cranked axle 2½ inches.
Length of arm for 13 inch long hubs.
Width of track 5 feet 2 inches.
With Fig. 4 we illustrate a sectional back view, cut at the
rear end of the back springs. The object of this is to show the ends
of the boards, the spars, the rocker plates, the shape of the axle and
the large roller around which the rope is wound, and, also, to show
the shape of the handles, the rear of the seat and the box
underneath it. The width of the track is 5 feet 2 inches from out to
out, and the axle cranks are directly back of the hubs, leaving a
space between the hubs and the axles to prevent contact.
Fig. 5 represents the front view of the truck, showing the
shape of the axle, the shape, length and position of the draw bar
and singletrees, the position of the steps, transoms, fifth wheel and
lower box, the shape of the foot board, foot lever, part of the large
roller, the box under the seat, the width of the seat and the shape
of the handles. The width of the track is the same as in the rear,
since the vehicle is built to run on the trolley rails. If, however, it
is intended for street use only, the front carriage-part can be built
as described, and the rear track made wider, with an addition to the
width of the platform between the wheels on either side.
Fig. 6 illustrates the opposite view from Fig. 1. In Fig. 1,
published last month, we showed the left side elevation, and in
Fig. 2 the bottom view. We now illustrate the right side elevation
and the top view. The right side elevation shows the brake entire,
while the left shows it only in part. It gives a view, also, of the front
lever, and shows how it is secured to the bottom surface of the
front between the rear and center transoms, as also the position of
the connecting rod, and how it is fastened to both front and rear
levers. The rear lever is fastened to the stay bolted to the cross bar,
the center of which is 7 inches below the cross bar, and the
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connecting rod is bolted 6¼ inches from the bottom bolt and runs
directly to the brake bar. This connecting rod can be lengthened or
shortened, as may be needed on account of the wear of the brake
block.
The top view shows a great many details which cannot
be seen from any other point. Note the rocker plates on the outside
surface of each side spar. They are ¾ inch thick, but towards the
front increase until they are heaviest at the rear corner of the goose
neck. From there they are the same thickness to the front clip under
the seat, and then taper toward the front to ⁵⁄₈ inch. This increase
in thickness is necessary to give strength for the weight of load
intended. The front seat is well shown from the top, as is also the
iron rail, which is bolted to the rocker plate on each side to prevent
the boxes from slipping into the wheelhouse space. Below the bar
is the wheel-house curve, which furnishes space necessary for the
wheels to turn under.
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Plate No. 590. TRANSFER COACH.
Built by Fulton and Walker, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly May 1902 page 42.
The length of this body, including the extension
front, is 8 feet 9 inches, and height of body from bottom line
to upper edge of top rail is 5 feet 6 inches. The body is curved
lengthwise and across the back. It is 57½ inches across back.
The width across the boot is 45 inches at front. The door in
front is imitation, and does not open. All glass frames are
made to drop, with the exception of the side glasses on
extension front.
The body is suspended on elliptic springs front and
coach platform in the rear. The lower front gear is similar to
a coach gear, and the upper one is like a wagon gear. The
rear axle is cranked 8¼ inches from out to out, and is 2
inches in diameter. The front axle is straight, and 1¾ inches
in diameter. Wheels have different sizes, same as axles, and
rear wheels are far heavier than the front wheels. The inside
is nicely trimmed with imitation leather, but have no falls.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels
43 x 56 inches, Warner Wheels, Width of spokes at square
end inches, Thickness of spokes at square end 1 7/8 x 2¹⁄₈
inches, Number of spokes, front and back 14 and 16,
Thickness and depth of rims 2¹⁄₈ x 2½ 2¹⁄₈ x 2¼ inches, Tire,
rubber.

Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts
39 inches, Open from out to out 11½ inches, Width of steel
2 inches, Number of leaves 6, Thickness of first leaf No. 2,
Thickness of other leaves No. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, Distance of holes
apart and size 4 x ¹¹⁄₃₂ top inches, Length of arms of axle for
10½ inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end 1¾ inches
collinge.
Back Springs: Length of side springs 46 inches,
Open from out to out of side springs 6 inches, Open from out
to out of cross springs 6 inches, Width of steel 2½ inches.
Body: Across boot, front 45 inches, Across body
front exterior front 44 inches, Across door pillar front body
top 57½ inches, Across door pillar back bottom 34 inches,
Across body, back recess 3¼ inches, Turn-under 1¹⁄₈ inches
each side.
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Plate No. 585.—ONE OF THE LATEST DESIGNS
IN BUSINESS WAGONS.
Built by Fulton & Walker Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly May 1902 page 41.
The above house has long been known as the
originator of novelties and originalities in business wagons.
They well deserve this reputation. Those desiring novelties
which fully deserve the name should consult that firm. The
shape and style of the body herewith illustrated call for
special ,attention. The curved corners, the shape of the side
lights, the three pictures on rear and side surface, the artistic
lettering, new style of lamps, the plated rails and handles
and electric lamps all around the top, are bound to attract and
deserve the attention of users of such vehicles, wherever
they may be.
This illustration shows a business wagon in the real
sense of the word. It is designed to advertise the business
and leave a good impression. The body is suspended on
elliptic springs front and wagon platform in the rear. The
hubs in front are all closed with plated hands, and wheels
have rubber tires. When seen in the street, going noiselessly
with two well-harnessed horses, with the driver in livery, it
makes one of the nicest turnouts of its kind.
The electric battery is on the inside. The partition
back of seat is stationary, but there is a large window to drop
and two push buttons on the right side. The colors of the

body and gear are quite attractive, and the three framed
pictures are faultless.
Dimensions.–Wheels: Exterior diameter of wheels
36 x 46 inches, Exterior diameter of hubs 5¼ x 8½ inches,
Diameters of bands of hubs 3¼ inches, Width of spokes at
square end 1⁵⁄₁₆ inches, Number of spokes, front and back 14
and 16, Thickness and depth of rims 1³⁄₈ x 1³⁄₈ inches,
Rubber tires.
Front Springs: Length from center to center of bolts
34 inches, Open from out to out 10¾ inches, Width of steel
1¾ inches, Number of leaves 5, Thickness of first leaf No.
2, Thickness of other leaves No. 3, 3, 3, 3, Distance of holes
apart and size 3¾ x ⁵⁄₁₆ inches, Length of arms of axle for 8½
inch hubs, Thickness of axle, at square end 1³⁄₈ inches half
patent.
Back Springs: Length of side springs 38 inches,
Length of cross springs 40½ inches, Open from out to out of
side springs 5 inches, Open from out to out of cross springs
5 inches, Width of steel1¾ inches, Number of leaves on
side springs 5, Number of leaves on cross spring 5,
Thickness of first leaf No. 2, Thickness of other leaves Nos.
3, 3, 3, 3, Clipped, Length of arms of axle for 8½ inch hubs,
Thickness of axle, at square end 1³⁄₈ inches half patent.
Body: Body bottom 52½ over all.
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THE WORKING DRAFT FOR BODY MAKERS OF
LATEST STYLE OF BUSINESS WAGON.
Three-Quarter-Inch Scale.
Carriage Monthly June 1902 page 78.
This body represents one of the medium-sized business
wagons. Its style and most of the details of construction have been
copied from the work of Fulton & Walker Co.. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, the well-known builders.
The length of body over all is 8 feet 8 inches; width
across bottom, 49 inches; across top rail, 53 inches, and across
front bracket and dash, 48½ inches. The dash is 50 inches long and
15 inches wide. The difference in width of body at top and bottom
is 4 inches, or 2 inches on each side. To meet these two widths, the
lower surfaces are curved, starting from belt molding. The rear
surface has a similar curve, and one pattern can be used for the two
curves.
SIZES OF LENGTHWISE WISE, PIECES.
The bottom sides are 1½ inches thick; 3½ inches wide
when panels are put in the grooves. If not, the thickness of molding
and panel is deducted from 3½ inches. The length is 7 feet 6
inches. The bracket is shaped as shown, and is jointed to the
bottom side at A, side elevation. This joint is only a lap, screwed
and glued, besides having ¹⁄₈ inch plate over the entire width of the
bracket, and plate screwed down with No. 8 1-inch long screws.
Thick white lead is put between wood and iron; rocker plates are
also white leaded to keep the water out from that part.
The belt rail is at B. It is 6 feet 7 inches long 1½ inches
wide and ⁷⁄₈ inch thick. The panel joint rail, C, is ⁷⁄₈ x 1½ inches and
5 feet long. Both of these rails, B and C, are notched into the posts,
half out of rail and half out of posts. They are mortised into the rear
pillar. Rails D and E are ⁵⁄₁₆ inch thick, 1½ inches wide and 5 feet
long. These two rails are beaded on both edges and screwed to the
posts, as shown on F and G. The entire lower part on the same
surface, starting from rail C, is covered with ⁵⁄₁₆ inch thick boards,
as shown on H and K. The top rails are 8 feet 8 inch long, 1¾
inches thick and are level with the inside posts. The depth of rails
is 1½ inches front, 2 inches at rear ends and 3 inches full at center.
There is a rail at L on which the seat rests. These two rails
are 1½ inches square. Pieces M and N are shaped as shown, and
are ¾ inch thick. M is notched or grooved into the post at rear end
and lapped on front post. N is notched or grooved into the post and
glued. under the top rail. The side panels are glued over posts
and pieces M and N. The moldings are glued on top of panel. The
four bottom boards are ½ inch thick full, and 11 inches wide each.
These boards are screwed to cross bars;
POSTS ON SIDES AND DOOR PIECES.
The front posts, O, are shaped as shown on side
elevation; have the same shape of turn-under as the other posts; are
¾ inch thick; mortised into the sills, same as the posts; drawn
down and stiffened with a strap bolt. Posts P, Q, R, S, T are all ⁷⁄₈
inch thick and 1 inch wide. The rear corner posts have the same
shape on both sides, are 2¼ inches thick on side elevation and 2¼
inches on rear view. On both sides, the width of molding is 1½
inches wide. The side panels are grooved in this molding, and on
rear part there is a rabbet or offset ³⁄₈ inch thick and the thickness
of the door pillars. The object is to dispense with the door
moldings. The door joint is against the molding, and the inside
rabbet closes the door joint, as far as seeing through the joint is
concerned.

The door posts are 1¾ inches wide and 1½ inches thick.
The hinge posts have turn-under on both sides, while the center
posts are straight on one side and curved on the other. The bottom
cross piece is 1¹⁄₈ inches thick, 4 inches wide, lapped over the
pillars. Cross bar U is 1½ inches wide and 1¹⁄₈ inches thick. All the
other pieces have the same thickness, 1¹⁄₈ inches, and the widths
indicated by dotted lines. The upper piece is lapped over the
pillars, same as on bottom. Pieces Q and R are lapped partly over
the pillars, to keep the panels from checking; top and bottom are
mortised into the cross pieces.
The door joint is directly in the center, no door rabbet;
and joint is covered with half-round metal molding. The lower
door panel is put across the door, and upper one up and down. The
lower hinge must he bent, as shown, to be in line with the upper
one. Special locks are put on side doors.
CROSS BARS AND CURVES.
The front toe bar is 1 inch thick by 3 inches wide and 46
inches long. The heel bar is 1½ inches thick by 2¾ inches wide.
The five bottom cross bars are 1 inch thick, 2½ inches wide and 46
inches long. The rear corner cross bar is 2½ inches wide, 1½
inches thick and 46 inches long. The seat board is 15⁵⁄₈ inches
wide and 50 inches long. The front and rear cross bars are shaped
as shown on front and back elevation, and both are 1¾ inches
thick. There are ten top curves, which are ¾ inch thick and 1¼
inches wide. The top boards are generally 1¾ inches or 2 inches
wide, beaded on one side only. The four transom bars are 1¾
inches thick. The front fifth-wheel transom bar is 5 inches deep;
the rear fifth-wheel transom bar and rear spring cross bar 6 inches
deep. The center-spring bar is 3¾ inches deep. The extra height of
the two bars is to serve for a bottom bar, and consequently raises
up 1 inch higher to reach the bottom. The following are the
dimensions for wheels, springs and axles for such a body
WHEELS (WARNER PATENT).
Diameter of wheels, out to out36 x 48 inches
Diameter and length of hubs 5½ x 9 inches
\Width of spokes at square end 1½ inches
Number of spokes, front and back 14 and 16
Thickness and depth of rims1 ⁵⁄₈ x 1¾ inches
Solid rubber tire 1 3/8 inches
FRONT SPRINGS (ELLIPTIC).
Length from centers of bolts 37 inches
Open from out to out10½ inches
Width of steel 1¾ inches
Number of plates 5
Thickness of main plates No. 3
Thickness of other plates Nos. 3, 3, 3, 3
Holes on top and distance apart 5/16 x 3¾ inches
Clipped to axle.
BACK SPRINGS (WAGON PLATFORM).
Length of side springs 39 inches
Length of cross spring 42 inches
Open from out to out 5 inches
Width of steel 1¾ inches
Number of plates and side spring 6
Number of plates on cross spring 7
Thickness of train plates No. 3
Thickness o£ all other plates No. 3
Clipped to axle.
AXLES.
Wagon axles at square end 1¾ inches
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Slightly curved across.
Width of track 5 feet 1 inch
WIDTHS OF BODY.
Width across top rail 53 inches.
Width across bottom 49 inches
Width across front on dash 48½ inches
Amount of turn-under, each side 2 inches

Plate No. 667. HOSE WAGON.
Built by Fulton and Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly February 1903 page 364.
In addition to Working Drawing.
This plate represents one of the new-style hose wagons
built by the above company. There is still in existence quite a
number of old picturesque built forty or fifty years ago, which are
now to be seen in firemen’s parades. The modern hose wagons
have a short and long pole--a long pole for the horse and the short
pole for use when drawn by hand power. There is only one seat,
and that is in front. The inside of the body is clear for the reception
of hose, and the bottom boards are perforated for the passage of
water. The body is molded, and the sides are solid: the front pillars
are rounded, and the seat sides plain; the brass rails on body are
1¹⁄₈ inches in diameter, and seat rails ¾ inch diameter, and are also
brass rails. The body is suspended on regular wagon platform
springs, and the entire construction is the same as the average
delivery wagon. A complete working draft, 1-inch scale, is
illustrated in wood and Smith Department in this number.
Dimensions--Wheels: exterior diameter of wheels 36 x
48 inches, length and diameter
of hubs 5½ x 9 inches,
diameter of hub bands 4 x 4½
inches, width and thickness of
spokes at square end 1⁹⁄₁₆
inches, number of spokes front
and back 14 and 16, thickness
and depth of rims 2 x 1½
inches, tire, steel ³⁄₈ x 2¼
inches. Front springs: length
from center to center of bolts
side 37 inches, length from
center of bolts cross 40 inches,
open from out to out, side 6½
inches, open from out to out,
cross 6¼ inches, width of steel
1¾ inches, number of leaves
side and cross 6, thickness of
first leaf No. 2, thickness of
other leaves Nos. 3, springs
clipped, length of arms of front
axle for 9 inch hubs, thickness
of axle, at square end 1½
inches. Back springs: length of
side springs 37 inches, length
of cross springs 40 inches,
open from out to out of side
springs 6½ inches, open from
out to out of cross springs 7½ inches, width of steel 1 ¾ inches,
number of leaves on side springs 6, number of leaves on cross
springs 6, thickness of first leaf No. 2, thickness of other leaves
Nos. 3, springs are clipped, length of rear axle for 9 inch hubs,
thickness of rear axle at square end 1½ inches. Body: width of
body 48 inches.
Painting--Body, deep cherry red; stripes and scrolling,
gold, high lighted with pale green and white. Gears, yellow,
striped red and blue.
Finish--Mountings, brass, including side and toe-board
handles.
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inch.
WORKING DRAFT OF HOSE WAGON
Carriage Monthly February and March 1903
In addition to Fashion Plate No. 668.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BODY AND GEAR
The length of this body is 7 feet 7 inches; width
across, 48 inches; depth of sides, 15½ inches, and depth of
seat from bottom of body, 36 inches. The bottom sides are
1¾ x 4³⁄₈ inches, 8 feet 1 inch long; front cross bar, 1¾ x 3¼
inches, 44 inches long, and rear cross bar, 1¾ inches square
and 55³⁄₈ inches long. The side boards are 14½ inches deep,
7 feet 6½ inches long and 1 inch thick. These boards are
grooved into the front pillars, also into the bottom sides, and
the rear end pieces are lapped on the sides and riveted
together, as shown on side elevation.
The upper part under seat is framed and paneled;
the front corner pillars are 2 inches square and rounded;
there are five strap bolts on each side, riveted to the sides
with four rivets each and drawn down to the bottom sides
with a nut, as shown on side elevation. The four front strap
bolts start from under the seat down to the bottom sides, as
shown by dotted lines on side elevation. The six side rail
posts are also riveted to the boards, same as strap bolts, and
are indicated by dotted lines. The rails are brass tubing 1¼
inches in diameter, and posts are bent outward, as shown on
back view. The rear end of body is open. There are three
cross bars, 1¼ inches thick and 2¾ inches, on which the
bottom boards rest. The rear transom bar is 6 inches wide,
and reaches up to the bottom boards, as shown by dotted
lines. This is the case with the rear spring bar, which is also
indicated by dotted lines.
There are five bottom boards, each 8 inches wide
and ⁵⁄₈ inch thick, of Virginia pine, perforated with four
rows of openings, ten in each row, or eight openings in each
board. These openings are ¾ x 6½ inches, and are best seen
on bottom view. On this view the bottom board joints can
also be seen, all the cross bars, the entire springs, axles and
under surface of front gear, including the sand boxes.
On upper rear view can be seen the shape of brass
rails, the box with a hinged lid between the front board stays,
the shape of cross spring, the spring bar, position of rear foot
board, shape of brass rail posts, the two front cross rails, the
four strap bolts, the seat and seat rails.
On front view the entire front of gear is shown, and
from this, including the side elevation and bottom view, the
gear can be made. The length of front seat board is 48¾
inches, standing over the body each side inch. Its thickness
and depth is ⁷⁄₈ x 15¾ inches; the seat proper is 44 ³⁄₈ inches
on bottom and 48³⁄₈ inches on top, both outside
measurements. This indicates 2 inches flare for each seat
board. The strap bolts are indicated by dotted lines. Footboard stays are shown, also shape of foot board, length and
size of body, handles, shape of seat rails and position of seat
posts. The size of tubing for seat rail, posts and handles is ⁷⁄₈

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BODY AND GEAR.
WARNER PATENT WHEELS.
Exterior diameter of wheels 36 x 48 inches.
Length and diameter of hubs 9 x 5½ inches.
Diameter of hub bands 4 x 4½ inches.
Width of spokes at square end 1⁹⁄₁₆ inches.
Number of spokes, front and back 14 x 16 inches.
Thickness and depth of rims 2 x 1½ inches.
Round-edge steel tire ³⁄₈ x 2¼ inches.
FRONT SPRINGS, WAGON PLATFORM.
Length from centers of bolts, side 37 inches.
Length from centers of bolts, cross 40 inches.
Open front out to out, settled, side 6½ inches.
Open from out to out, settled, cross 6¾ inches.
Width of plates 1¾ inches.
Number of plates, side 6.
Number of plates, cross 6.
Thickness of main plates No. 2.
Thickness of other plates Nos. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3.
Spring bolt out of center 3 inches.
Length of front and rear ends 20 and 17 inches.
Clipped to axle.
REAR SPRINGS, WAGON PLATFORM.
Length from Centers of bolts, side 37 inches.
Length from centers of bolts, cross 40 inches.
Open from out to out, settled, side 6½ inches.
Open front out to out, settled, cross 6¾ inches.
Width of plates 1¾ inches.
Number of plates, side 6.
Number of plates, cross 6
Thickness of main plates No. 2.
Thickness of other plates Nos. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3
Spring bolt out of center 3 inches.
Length of front and rear ends 20 and 17 inches.
Clipped to axle.
PLAIN WAGON AXLES
Plain wagon axles.
Size at square ends 1½ inches.
Octagon centers.
Length of axle arm for 9-inch hubs.
Width of body 48 inches.
Width of track 5 foot 1 inch.
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Plate 882. BUSINESS WAGON, SUSPENDED
ON TWO ELLIPTIC SPRINGS FRONT AND
COACH PLATFORM SPRINGS IN THE
REAR.
Carriage Monthly July 1905 page 121.
Fulton and Walker Co., who have always
been in the front rank in construction of special
styles of business delivery wagons, have recently
turned out some particularly attractive work. The
accompanying plate represents one of their most
recent styles. The front lights are open and are
finished with well-curved rolled and plated rails.
This imitation wheel house, well-cut corner scrolls
and toe brackets are well done.
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Plate No. 884. HORSE AMBULANCE.
Built by Fulton and Walker Co., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly July 1905 page 121.
Fulton & Walker Co., build many kinds of
horse ambulances. Each ambulance shows some

special feature. On the style herewith shown the
front is raised to allow the wheels to turn under,
leaving six inches of room between. It has solid
rubber tires, and is the first time that rubber tires have
been used on animal ambulances.

Plate No. 894. HEAVY STAKE
WAGON.
Built by Fulton & Walker Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly August 1905. Also
printed in the book Hitch Wagons for
City Driving published by the Carriage Museum of America.
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Plate No. 963. POLICE PATROL
WAGON.
Built by Fulton and Walker Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly April 1906 and
Vehicle Dealer Cyclopedia April 1905
page 203.

Plate No. 978. PHILADELPHIA
RAPID TRANSIT CO’S PAY
WAGON.
Built by Rech-Marbaker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly June 1906.
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AMBULANCE BUILT BY FULTON & WALKER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.
Carriage Monthly November 1899 page 8.

Carriage Monthly
April 1904 page 60
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WORKING DRAFT OF A PAY WAGON BODY.
Three-Quarter-Inch Scale.
Carriage Monthly June 1906 & July 1906 page 86-87,
90-91.
The pay wagon is the latest addition to the wagon
line. It has been introduced in Philadelphia, and built by
Fulton & Walker Co. and by Rech-Marbaker Co. The halftone cut of the Rech-Marbaker Co. was illustrated in the
June issue.
DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION.
The length of the entire body is 8 feet 3½ inches,
including-the dash; length from dash to vertical part of front
pillar, 22½ inches, leaving the length of the body from
vertical part of front pillar to rear end 6 feet 4½ inches. The
lower part of front pillar is solid to the pillar, while the upper
part is glued on. The corners on the rear pillars are rounded.
The front lights are stationary, without any frames, and the
glass is put in stationary. The rear lights have glass frames,
which can be removed, and have a wire screen on the inside.
Back of seat is a wire screen, made in two parts, and which
are made to slide either to the right or left. One-half of the
screen is illustrated on front elevation; it starts from the top
of the seat to the under top rails. From the under surface of
top rail to top board it is closed with boards, under which the
screens slide to either side.
The rear part of the body has a drop gate 20½ inches
deep and 28½ inches long. The drop gate is hinged to the
bottom surface of the rear end cross bar, and is locked on the
inside, as shown by dotted lines. These locks are simply
catches dropping into a recess and holding it tight. This drop
gate, when opened, is held in a horizontal position by two
joints, as shown by dotted lines on side elevation, and when
in that position, is used by the workmen to write on. The
upper door is hinged on the top, and is 26 inches deep, and
same length across as the drop gate. This part is raised and
lowered from the inside, as shown by the lever, which is
stationary to the joints, and which is also fastened from the
inside, same as the drop gate. Back of the two is a large
screen. the width of the drop gate, and as high as both. In the
center of this screen is an opening 7 x 9 inches, through
which to pass the money to the workmen. The recess on the
sides is to reach the two catches. One-half of this screen is
illustrated below the back elevation. This screen is secured
tight to the two posts.
The side screens are fastened in the same way to the
posts. On account of the rear screen being stationary, the
rear door must be worked from the inside, which can be
done with the lever shown in dotted lines. On the right side
is a shelf 12 inches wide, which is the length from screen to
screen; 30 inches from the bottom the height of a desk used
for laying on books or for writing. The chair, as shown, is a
regular office chair.

WORKING DRAFT OF A PAY WAGON.
Three-Quarter-Inch Scale. Built by Rech-Marbaker Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The dimensions for lengths and widths, sizes of all
pieces, manner of construction and inside finish of body, are
fully explained on page 86, and illustrated on page 87 in this
issue.
THE OUTSIDE FINISH OP BODY.
To cover the sides of the body three ⁷⁄₁₆ x 18-inch
poplar boards are used, and after they have been leveled,
they will be about ³⁄₈ inch full thick. If the joints are not under
the rails, they are blocked on the inside, and all surfaces are
canvassed. The upper edges of the panels are put in the
groove, but the others are rabbeted, and the joints are
covered with moldings. The size of moldings is ¼ x ⁷⁄₈ inch
square finish, excepting the sharp edges, which are taken
away with sandpaper. There are two lights on each side.
Those in front have beveled glass, and are stationary; the
edges are rounded on the outside and molded on the inside.
These moldings are concave, and beaded on both edges. The
rear side glasses are finished differently.
One way is to make a frame with a rabbet for the
glass, which is puttied. In fact, the entire glass is set in putty,
so as to prevent the water from entering. The glass frame can
be hinged on one side, so that it can be opened and fastened
to the sides of the body, or it can be stationary and finished
with inside molding, the same as explained for front
windows. The top rail moldings are ³⁄₁₆ x ⁵⁄₈ inch, and cover
the edges of the top cloth. These moldings are put on only
after the cloth has been placed, and the best way is to have
white lead under it to prevent the entrance of water and the
cloth from decaying. The rear end has two doors, upper and
lower; the upper is hinged on top and the lower on the
bottom surface of the cross bar.
Both of these doors have two locks and two joints.
The locks are used to close the doors tight, and the joints are
used to hold them in position when open. The door pieces
are generally 1 x 1¾ inches, lapped together and covered
with 3/8-inch thick panels. All these panels are canvassed
the same as the sides. The door joints are covered with Tshaped moldings, which are let in the side edges of the door
pieces, and are screwed on. The side handles are ¹¹⁄₁₆ inch
brass tubes, fitted into the heads, and which are screwed to
the posts. The lamps are plain, but have beveled glass. The
drip moldings on the side are curved, and on the rear end
straight. The back is made in one or two halves, and the
entrance to the interior is from the front, consequently the
entrance should not be obstructed with the lazy back. The
seat also should be cut in half, and made to fit, so as to
facilitate entrance and exit.
THE SUSPENSION.
The body is suspended on the regular Philadelphia
wagon platform gear, sometimes known as the six-spring
gear, having four side and two cross springs, curved side
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futchels, pole futchels and curved draw bar. The wagon is
light, the front axle is 1¹⁄₈ only and rear axle 1¼ inches, and
drawn with one horse only, but has pole futchels, so that it
can be drawn with two horses.
PRINCIPAL, DIMENSIONS FOR WHEELS, SPRINGS
AND AXLES ARE AS FOLLOWS.
Diameter of wheels without tires 34 x 47 inches.
Diameter of hubs 4 x 5¾ inches.
Length of hubs, outside, with bands 8¾ inches.
Diameter of hubs bands, outside 3³⁄₈ x 3⁷⁄₈ inches.
Width of spokes 1¼
Number of spokes 14 and 16
Thickness and depth of rims 1½ x ¹⁵⁄₁₆ in.
Thickness and width of tires ³⁄₈ x 1½ inches.
FRONT SIDE SPRINGS (WAGON PLATFORM.
Length from center of bolts 37 inches.
Open from centers of bolts to outside 6 inches.
Width of plates 4.
Number of plates 1½ inches.
Thickness of main plate No. 2.
Thickness of other plates Nos. 2, 2, 3.
Width across out to out 41 inches.
Clipped to axle
FRONT CROSS SPRING.
Length from centers of bolts 39 inches.
Open from center of bolts to outside 6¼ inches.
Width of plates 1½ inches.
Number of plates 5.
Thickness of main plate No. 2.
Thickness of other plates Nos. 2, 2, 3, 3.
Clipped to futchel cross bar
REAR SIDE SPRINGS (WAGON PLATFORM).
Length from centers of bolts 37 inches.
Open from centers of bolts to outside 6¼ inches.
Width of plates 1½ inches.
Number of plates 5.
Thickness of main plates No. 2.
Thickness of other plates Nos. 2, 2, 3, 3.
Width across out to out 41 inches.
Clipped to axle
REAR CROSS SPRINGS.
Length from centers of bolts 39 inches.
Open from centers of bolts to outside 6½ inches.
Width of plates1½ inches.
Number of plates 6.
Thickness of main plates No. 2.
Thickness of other plates Nos. 2, 2, 2, 2, 3.
Clipped to rear cross bar
AXLE FRONT.
Size at square end. 1 1/8 inches.
AXLE, BACK.
Size at square end. 1¼ inches.
Coach finish, both front and back

WORKING DRAFT OF CUT-UNDER
DELIVERY WAGON BODY.
Built by Fulton & Walker Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Three-Quarter-Inch Scale.
Carriage Monthly November 1906 page 228.
The length of this body is 7 feet 9 inches on
top rail, and width, including moldings, 48½ inches.
Amount of turn-under, 2 inches on each side, making
the width of the body across the bottom surface of
sills, 44½ inches. Each sill is composed of five
separate pieces, and framed together with tenons.
The brackets are 3½ inch thick, four upright
wheelhouse pieces 3⁵⁄₈ inches, and the horizontal
pieces 2¾ inches thick. On half bottom view will be
seen the rocker plate, and how it cuts into the rear
rocker piece up to the cross bar. From there, it is
shown how the plate runs along the rocker up to the
dash.
The rocker plates are 1½ inches thick by 2
inches wide in the rear, and tapers toward the front to
suit the size of the toe brackets. The sills or rockers
must be beveled to suit the shape of the turnunder,
and the front end of the toe bracket must be shaped as
shown on bottom view and on front view, to reduce
the length of the dash across the toe brackets. The
front posts are 1⁵⁄₈ inches thick and 1½ inches from
side elevation. The rear posts are 1⁵⁄₈ inches thick and
1½ inches on side elevation, excepting on the lower
part of the posts, where it is heavier in order to give
more strength to the rocker tenon. The rest of the
posts are ⁷⁄₈ inch thick and 1 inch on side elevation.
The side panels are rabbeted into the rear posts, and
the joints are covered with moldings, but in front the
panels pass over the posts, and all the moldings are
glued and bradded, The front lights are cut after the
panels have. been glued, and the panels form the
recess for the glass.
see next page for illustration.
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Plate No. 1503. HIGH-SIDE WAGON, WITH WING
BOARDS.
Built by Fulton & Walker Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Carriage Monthly June 1912. Also printed in the book Hitch
Wagons for City Driving published by the Carriage Museum
of America.

Latest in Ornamentation for Florist Wagon. Built by Fulton &
Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly March, 1907 page 336.

Fulton & Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
New Lettering design in undertaker’s wagons. Carriage
Monthly March 1907 page 337.

Plate No. 1502. FLOUR DELIVERY WAGON.
Built by Fulton and Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly June 1912.
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Plate No. 1013. BUSINESS DELIVERY WAGON.
Built by Fulton and Walker Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Carriage Monthly December 1906.
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